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STUDENT LIFE | Red Riding Hood News| Spring Runoff Conference

Aggie athletes come together for Christ.

Special Archives collection shares centuries of pop culture history.

see PAGE 6

Annual Spring Runoff Conference will take
place April 5-6, any students can register
and attend.

see PAGE 2

see PAGE 4

HEARING BOARD CHANGES
HEARING BOARD
POOL CONSISTS OF:

STUDENTS WON’T SIT ON SEXUAL MISCONDUCT CASES

4 faculty

Sexual misconduct cases

Changes were recently made to the compo-

sition of the Student Conduct Hearing Board

in regards to hearings for discipline in sexual
misconduct cases.

“In those cases... only faculty and staff will

be drawn from the pool to hear a case, with

four faculty and two professional staff being
seated for a Hearing Board and two faculty

7 students

Misconduct cases

Academic misconduct cases

4 faculty & 2 staff

By Mandy Morgan Ditto
NEWS EDITOR

3 professional staff

4 students & 2 faculty

4 students, 1 faculty & 1 staff

and one professional staff being seated for an

making permanent revisions to the sexual

the Statesman.

Deschamps said. “This process will take much

appeal board,” Deschamps said in an email to
The changes have been made on an interim

basis and happened to better comply with
policy guidance from the Department of

Education Office of Civil Rights, said Krystin

Deschamps, the Student Conduct Coordinator

4 students, 1 faculty & 1 staff

GRAPHIC BY Alayna Leaming

harassment and sexual misconduct policies,”

by the other USUSA officers: three profession-

longer but will provide numerous opportuni-

Vice President for Student Affairs; and four

ties for students and other members of the
campus community to provide input on a
variety of issues.”

The Student Conduct Hearing Board is

at Utah State University.

comprised of a pool of seven students who are

university will begin the formal process for

Student Association President and confirmed

“Once these changes are in place, the

Grievances cases

appointed by the Utah State University

al staff members appointed by James Morales,
faculty members, appointed and confirmed by
the Faculty Senate, Deschamps said.

The hearing board hears cases and appeals

that include academic integrity issues,

behavioral misconduct and student code of

conduct violations, grievances and discipline

see “Hearing Board” PAGE 5

New Aggie Blue Bikes coordinator starts at USU
By Jillian McCarthy
STAFF WRITER

Aggie Blue Bikes will be receiving a new

program coordinator, TJ Hall, in the beginning
of March. Hall will be taking over the position
from Stephanie Tomlin, who is in the process
of finishing up her graduate program.

For the rest of the semester, Hall will be

trained by Tomlin so that the switch in

leadership will be gradual and smooth.

“Stephanie has done such a good job with

ABB, and I really just want to keep the

program growing and flourishing,” Hall said.
Hall, a Western Michigan University

graduate, was chosen from a group of 20

applicants. Tomlin said that during the hiring
process, Hall seemed like a really natural fit

PHOTO BY Matthew Halton
Mechanics at Aggie Blue Bikes do maintenance on the bicycles..

and that his previous work history was
impressive.

“The hiring committee and I gave all the

TJ said that he was drawn to this job

applicants a scenario where they had to

opportunity because it would give him a way

“TJ definitely stood out when he presented to

community, while also giving him the privilege

present us with a speech on ABB,” Tomlin said.
us, and he covered all the reasons that ABB is
so beneficial to the university.”

to be connected to the Cache Valley bike
of serving the USU community.

“Aggie Blue Bikes has a bright future and the

more we can get people riding bikes, the more

air quality, soon grew into ABB. It is now a full

Hall said.

one-on-one maintenance tutorials, student tool

it will continue to better the USU community,”
What started as just a small stand that

offered free bike rentals in 2005 by some

people who wanted to improve Cache Valley’s

facility with over 350 bikes available to rent,
boards and cycling education classes and

see “Coordinator” PAGE 2
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•

LOGAN POLICE BLOTTER

SATURDAY, MARCH 12

• Police responded to a suspicious
incident near 1700 Mountain Rd. The
complainant stated someone left a
suspicious note and cookies in her
mailbox. The cookies and note were
documented.

FRIDAY, MARCH 11

• A suspicious activity complaint was
reported in the area of Paintbrush
Lane, involving some catfish.
Complainant was advised on release
procedures.
• Police responded to the report of a
suspicious incident near 1400 N 200
W. The complainant stated he had an
odd encounter with and individual that

he wanted documented.
• Report of an individual who stated
that they were threatened. Upon
further investigation it appears that no
laws were violated.
• Police responded to the report of an
abandoned vehicle near 1400 N Main.
The complainant stated the vehicle
has been parked in the same spot for
two months. The vehicle was tagged
as abandoned and an impound notice
was mailed to the registered address.
• Officers were advised of a suspicious
letter received by the Herald Journal.
The letter caused officers concern for
the safety of the individual who sent
the letter. Officers responded to the
area of Sunset Drive and located

the home of the individual who
sent the letter. After obtaining a
search warrant, officers entered the
home. Inside officers discovered
two deceased adult individuals.
An investigation is currently being
conducted.
• Officers responded to a residence
in the area of 1200 E 800 N on a
report of a carbon monoxide alarm.
The residents were safe and fire
department conducted a test of the
inside for the presence of carbon
monoxide.

THURSDAY, MARCH 10

PAGE 2
Contact Logan Police at

(435) 753-7555

for non-emergencies.

EMERGENCY NUMBER: 911

the commotion was a family playing
games.
• Officers responded to report of a
911 hang up at a church. Everyone
was found tobe ok, and it was an
accidental call.
• The complainant is missing a
sleeping back from his residence and
believes his father might have taken
it. The complainant is not on speaking
terms with his Father and asked the
police to call and see if the father has
the sleeping bag. The father does not
have the sleeping bag.

• Officers responded to a suspicious
incident in the area of 650 S 100
E. The officers found the source of

SPRING RUNOFF CONFERENCE:
Get the lowdown on water in Utah
By Mandy Morgan Ditto
NEWS EDITOR

For those interested in all things water, the

annual Spring Runoff Conference will be held
at Utah State University on April 4 and 5.

Researchers, professors, graduate students,

community members and others wanting to

learn about water research being done in Utah
can register to attend the conference up to a
few days before it begins.

“It’s a forum for interdisciplinary sharing

and exchanging of water-related issues in

evaluate the strength of water research at

USU, said Michelle Baker, a professor in the

biology department who is co-running the conference this year.

“He wanted to have a way of knowing about

what faculty and students were doing with

water research,” Baker said, so the conference

was started to share. In regards to the name of
the conference, the task force wanted to “have
something that reflected water: snow, ice,

runoff — and more of our water comes from
runoff, and spring is the time it happens, so
we decided on that,” Baker said.

Because water is a subject touched on by

Utah, and it brings together water science,

many different departments and colleges at

water area are invited to campus for students

Sociology, Social Work and Anthropology

people interested in engineering, people who

the issues of water usually demand interdisci-

ask questions, connect and share thoughts and

filmmaker come, and to have the film shown

field studies, people interested in policy,

are interested in managing some of these

issues,” said Jeannine Huenemann, iUTAH

Communications Specialist. “It brings together
people from the university and outside of it to
talk about water-related issues.” Huenemann
has worked on communications for the
conference this year.

The conference was first held at USU in

2004, and started being annually held in

2006. It is meant to bring people from all over
the state studying water in any capacity.

However, students in all fields of study are

also encouraged to attend to learn more about
those things they may interest them, Huenemann said.

The conference came about when the

previous university president, President Kermit
Hall, put together a Water Task Force to

“Coordinator” FROM PAGE 1
seminars.

ABB goal is to bring positive effects to the

environment on and around campus by

providing resources to students. Its mission

statement explains more about these positive
changes and resources.

“Aggie Blue Bikes believes in the power of

the bicycle and works to get more people on
more bikes, more often. This is achieved
through bicycle lending, education and

USU, the work and research done surrounding
plinary work, said professor David Tarboton,
the other co-runner of the conference, who

works in the college of engineering and the
Utah Water Research Laboratory.

“Students who are studying subjects

involving water need to develop an interdisciplinary perspective and the conference is an

opportunity for learning how other disciplines

to interact directly with, getting a chance to
ideas, Tarboton said.

“What I really think is cool about this is that

Department, wrote a grant to have the

as part of the conference, Huenemann said.

Tarboton wants people in the community to

it is sponsored across so many areas: the

realize that this is their conference and if

a state-wide initiative that works on projects

years to share them, so that each year can be

College of Engineering, the ecology center, it’s
across the state surrounding water-related

issues so that people in Utah may know about

anybody has ideas for conferences in coming
improved, he said.

The conference is casual, and those running

the issues they are facing,” Huenemann said.

it try to keep the costs low so that all students

Tarboton said in an email to the Statesman.

for research and work to be shared, there will

students, the cost is $25 for both days, or $15

to share can submit and present their work, in

the Eccles Conference Center called “A River

are involved in addressing water problems,”

“Students who have water projects or research
a talk or poster, or you can just attend and see
what others are doing and enjoy interacting
with them,” Tarboton said.

The conference is an opportunity for

professional development and networking,

where leading thinkers and researchers in the

advocacy. We believe that cycling promotes

Besides having speakers and poster sessions

be a movie shown on the night of April 5 in

ing it. The filmmaker, Jason Atkinson, will also

of March. All information can be found at:

Oregon and the restoration project surround-

be present to discuss the film and water issues
after the showing, Huenemann said.

“The best thing about ABB is that they are

customer. “If you are having a maintenance

mission statement reads. “By removing the

barriers students identify with cycling, such as

student, per semester.

“We are paying a lot of money in student

problem you can take your bike rental in and

paying a lot in student fees, $2.75 to check

they will teach you how to fix it yourself so
that you know how to do it in the future.”

Peters rented a bike throughout his fresh-

has to become a viable transportation and

will be held in Idaho this summer.

Utah State University and beyond.”

— mandy.m.morgan@aggiemail.usu.edu
@mandy_morg

fees and it is good to know where that money

man year and will be renting one for his

recreation option throughout their time at

water.usu.edu/htm/conference.

Scott Peters, a USU student and regular ABB

cost and uncertainty in bicycle maintenance,
we help them discover the potential cycling

paper must submit an abstract before the end

Doug Jackson-Smith, a professor in the

and a reduction of on-campus congestion and

campus vibrancy at Utah State University,” the

All students who wish to attend need to

pre-register, and those wishing to present a

there to help and teach you,” said Michael

motor accidents, thus contributing to the

for one.

Between Us,” about the Klamath River in

self-sufficiency, healthy and sustainable

communities, better air quality in Cache Valley

feel they can attend, Tarboton said. For

participation in the Spudman Triathlon that
ABB is paid for through student fees and is

currently the smallest student fee at $2.75 per

is going,” Peters said. “Even though we are
out a bike for three months at a time is a
really good deal.”

For more information on ABB visit www.

usu.edu/abb.

— jillian.mccarthy@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Europe’s hope for unity fading as it
confronts rising discontent
doubting.

By Matthew Schofield
MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU

In Britain, a government report has estimat-

ed that it would take the nation 10 years to

BERLIN _ German wags and social media

disentangle from the European Union, and

commentators, looking at the current cocktail

that the process and result would bring heavy

of woes facing the European Union, have come

costs. Still, six of 22 Cabinet members and the

up with a notion of a single fix: the “Saxit,” or

influential mayor of London, Boris Johnson,

the forced exit of the deeply angry German

have labeled the stay effort as “Project Fear”

state of Saxony from Germany and the EU.

and are insisting that leaving the EU is the safe

It’s a jest perhaps only a German would

option.

understand.

Richard Whitman, a European politics

Saxony’s capital is Dresden, the birthplace

expert at the University of Kent, said that even

and continued heart of anti-refugee populism

if British voters decide to stay, the Brexit

and violence in a nation that in the past year

campaign has done its damage.

has taken in a million refugees. Dresden, and

For one, to avoid a British exit, the EU

small towns near it, regularly make national

agreed to let the United Kingdom avoid what

newscasts for anti-refugee actions. In Berlin,

had been union-wide obligations, most notably

and Munich and other urban areas where

the longstanding EU goal of forming “an ever

refugees have found greater acceptance, the

closer union” among the people of Europe. It

news from Saxony these days is often de-

also won the right to pay reduced child

scribed as an embarrassment to all Germans.

benefits to immigrants from other EU nations.

Better they just exit.

PHOTO BY Bob Downing/Akron Beacon Journal/MCT
Big Ben is the name of the bell on the clock tower that rises over the British Parliament buildings on the banks of the River Thames in
London, England.

But it’s also a reference to “Brexit,” the

contemplated exit of Britain from the EU, a

proposition the British electorate will vote on

“Brexit” has become the latest flashpoint of

That undercuts the very idea of the European
Union.

Some say the fracturing of the dream of a

united Europe was inevitable. “The European

in June. Or “Grexit,” the possible departure of

Kingdom and even the United States, we’re

years as the Greek financial crisis unfolded.

the same root: a disenchantment with the

ing the continent’s fears of terrorism, refugees,

attitude these days. Dissatisfaction is rife in

editor in chief at the Atlantic Initiative think

crisis that isn’t going away. The notion behind

and Italy and the Scandinavian countries.

from the results of policy. Saxony doesn’t have

both unwanted and predictable results of the

levels of nationalist resistance” built up over

Trump in the United States is part of the

actually put that much money in the European

to escape them.

people with different histories, languages and

the directions of their lives, and want to send

the idea that the solution to Europe’s problems

seeing a common reaction to what looks to be

dissatisfaction with European policies regard-

project was always bound to fail,” Stratfor, the

existing political elite,” said Joerg Wolf, the

youth unemployment and a Greek financial

consultancy, wrote on its website Tuesday.

France and Holland and Belgium and Spain

tank in Berlin. “These movements don’t come

it is that the crises of the European Union are

“would inevitably encounter insurmountable

Some even suggest that the rise of Donald

many foreigners. The United Kingdom doesn’t

union, and that the only way to avoid them is

centuries of war among “distinct groups of

phenomenon.

Union. But people are fed up, in general, with

The notion of the mythical “Saxit” plays on

Greece from the EU that’s been discussed for
And “Saxit” reflects more than a German

“In Germany, in France, in the United

a message.”

Women play expanded
role in Colombian
peace process
joined Kare R. Aas, the ambassador of Norway,
By Franco Ordonez
MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU

WASHINGTON _ When armed groups lay

u down their weapons, women have rarely been
g part of the conflict negotiations.

But in Colombia, where up to 40 percent of

leftist rebels are female, women have had a

which is helping to facilitate talks, in Washington to press the Colombian government and

FARC negotiators to keep gender-based issues
in the final deal.

The two sides face a March 23 deadline for

a plan to end the conflict, which has killed
hundreds of thousands of people and dis-

much more prominent role in the anticipated

placed millions since 1964.

government and Revolutionary Armed Forces

contribute $450 million to help fulfill a

been engaged in more than a half century of

pay for regional development and would

peace agreement between the Colombian

The Obama administration has pledged to

of Colombia, known as the FARC, who have

post-conflict peace agenda that would help

armed conflict.

demobilize and reintegrate around 7,000

ing table, but they also have been working

largest insurgency into law-abiding civilian

Not only have women been at the negotiat-

fighters from Latin America’s oldest and

behind the scenes to ensure that gender issues

life.

subcommission was established early on to

for job training and reparations for victims of

and that women’s groups were properly heard.

many women rose to leadership positions

ensuring that sexual violence is not absent

return to stereotypical gender roles, he said.

were addressed in any final agreement. A

Advocates for women also will be looking

ensure gender perspective in the negotiations

sexual violence. During the conflict, Aas noted,

Women already have won one major victory:

within the FARC. They’re unlikely to want to

from the final accord.

“The jury is still out,” said Virginia Bouvier,

It’s not only female combatants whose

perspectives must be considered. Women

a senior adviser for the U.S. Institute of Peace,

living in the communities that receive dis-

the Colombian peace process. “They’re still

bia, female community leaders can help

the final reports will be, but the provisional

training though community groups and

for sexual violence to be considered as a crime

welcomed or ostracized.

which is providing resources and training in

armed fighters will also be crucial. In Colom-

negotiating, so we don’t know exactly what

returning fighters obtain local services and job

agreements that have been reached do allow

churches. They can determine whether they’re

against humanity.”

That’s a major step, as the United Nations

reports that just 6 percent of 300 peace

Considering that women make up half the

population, Aas said, including them is key to
the legitimacy of the peace process and helps

agreements in the past 25 years mentioned

ensure success.

set steps to ensure that those responsible were

the whole population are fulfilled,” Aas said.

sexual gender-based violence, and even fewer
held accountable.

On International Women’s Day, Bouvier

“They need to see the rights and needs of

is to simply jettison those who insist on

Texas-based international risk analysis

Stratfor said the “project” of European unity

cultures.”

“That is the point at which we now find

ourselves,” the Stratfor analysis said.

JOIN US AS WE CELEBRATE THE
NEWEST BUILDING AT
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
Jon M. Huntsman Hall Grand Opening
March 16, 2016
Ribbon Cutting 3:30 PM
Open House 4:00 pm – 5:00 pm
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Special Archives collection tells more than just a fairy tale

PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
(LEFT) Items from the Little Red Riding Hood collection in USU archive. The collection has over 650 items. (RIGHT) Claudia Schwabe, Assistant Professor of German, talks about the importance of fairy tales in history, especially the story of Little Red Riding Hood.

By Miranda Lorenc
SENIOR WRITER

Over the river and through the woods, to

grandmother's house she goes. Her red cape

In 1997, Branyan donated a portion of her

collection to USU and added to it over the

years, Duncan said. Today the collection holds
around 650 items.

Nathalie De La Cruz Aquino, who is major-

century, Duncan said. Most collectors at the

Hood was depicted depending on the book

runs through her mind.

time focused more on older material and

This is the premise of the popular children's

memorabilia from the 18th or 19th century.

Originally penned in the 17th century by

it’s much more contemporary," she said, "so

Charles Perrault, the fairy tale has been

has a lot of meaning," she said.

ing in agricultural economics, found herself

forms a snapshot in time for the late 20th

fairy tale, "Little Red Riding Hood."

marginal collection we just happen to have, it

The "Little Red Riding Hood" collection

hangs over her shoulders, a basket swings in
her hand and a warning to stay on the path

"It’s an academic collection. It’s not a

looking at the different ways Little Red Riding
and the author's cultural background.

"But what was unique about her collection is

when we first brought the collection in, the

"I really like the differences between the

fairy tales and like how the person the author

see what writers have done with the fairy tale.
All of a sudden, Little Red Riding Hood is no
longer this innocent, naive young girl who

strays from the path. But all of a sudden, she
becomes much more emancipated."

Adding new twists to the story helps modern

television shows and films keep the audience
entertained while sharing the tale's moral
messages, Schwabe said.

"In this one version, she actually is the one

was, like where he was from, makes a differ-

who kills the wolf," Schwabe said. "So there's

is usually integrated into the story so you can

from her knickers, you know, and she shoots

ence," she said. "Like, his cultural background

this modern twist that she pulls out a shotgun

rewritten, changed and adapted into books,

date span was about 1970 to 1996."

for centuries.

students and scholars to see how prevalent the

Hood memorabilia; it’s actually fairly com-

pulse of the culture is represented through the

book curator in the Merrill-Cazier Library's

Williams, the folklore archives curator.

rare children's book dealers, they’ll often have

at, like, Five-and-Dimes," she said. "It was just

Riding Hood."

that she didn’t even collect. But why the 70s?

country or a particular moment in time, said

rape, and that still is very, very important now-

former faculty member of the department of

labor."

German.

that’s why it speaks also still to the readership

Throughout her childhood, Branyan collected

than just a fun story. Williams said it could be

to century, different cultures, different

dolls, needlework and more, Duncan said.

products, language, graphic design and more.

we look at the 21st century, for example, we

movies and collectible merchandise worldwide
"A lot of people do collect Little Red Riding

mon," said Jennifer Duncan, the librarian and
special collection archive. "Like, if you look at
a whole section on their site for Little Red

One such collector was Brenda Branyan, a

instructional technology and learning science.
Red Riding Hood coloring books, fairy tales,

The collection's narrow time period allows

folktale was in society at the time and how the
materials of the collection, said Randy

see some of the differences, 'Oh, this Little

Red Riding Hood has blonde hair, whereas this
one is brunette,' and like stuff like that."

How the fairy tale is depicted now versus

how it was depicted at the time of the collection is interesting as well, Aquino said,

"You know that somebody was finding this

so prevalent and there's just so much more
Mass marketing, mass production, cheap

"Little Red Riding Hood" could tell more

a study in popular culture, of mass marketing

because it shows how the story has changed
over time to better fit the audience.

Fairy tales preserve the cultural heritage of a

Claudia Schwabe, an assistant professor of

"We have the tale that changes from century

the wolf and makes herself a nice little wolf
fur coat."

"Little Red Riding Hood" remains popular

today because of its core themes, despite the
changes made to it over time, Schwabe said.

She said themes that focus on innocence and

seduction, survival, monstrosity and compassion are still relevant in today's society.

"Really, it’s a tale about sex and violence and

a-days as it was back then," she said. "I think
today."

—miranda.lorenc@gmail.com
@miranda_lorenc

countries, up to today." Schwabe said, "When

experience they need to remember important
concepts like gravity.

3rd graders
learn about
the magic
of flight

“The Edith Bowen Laboratory School really

tries to do project-based learning and placespaced learning, so when the kids can come
out to places like the airport they can really

see where pilots actually overcome gravity,”
she said.

An assistant professor of the aviation

technology program, Andreas Wesemann, said
the field trip was a great opportunity for the

students to not only learn about the science of
flying, but also the magic of it. He said he was
about the same age as the third graders when

By Morgan Pratt
STAFF WRITER

he fell in love with aviation. He grew up in

Salt Lake right under the airport approach, so

Fifty third graders buzzed with excitement

he saw airplanes flying overhead all the time.

as their bus pulled up to the Logan-Cache

He hoped he could one day grow up to be a

Airport. They jumped off the bus and walked

pilot.

into the warehouse where an airplane was

“It wasn’t until years later that I figured out

stored. Most of them “wow-ed” as their eyes

adjusted enough to the darkness to see one of

how to get there and to fulfill my dream,” he

aviation technology program. There was a

achieve their dreams. I love that.”

said. “Now we can help these third graders

Utah State University’s own planes from the

Wesemann said it is important for everyone,

sense of magic in the air that only comes from

field trips.

PHOTO BY Morgan Pratt
A group of third grade students explore the Logan Airport with excitement.

The kids visited the airport on Tuesday,

March 1 to learn how airplanes interact with

gravity. They made their very own gliders out

of Styrofoam plates and watched a presenta-

tion about how planes work. It was also a

good opportunity for them to take selfies while

they sat in the cockpit of a plane. The USU

flight team hosted the field trip.

The third grade class photographer Gwyneth

Zollinger held her newly made Styrofoam

and repeated the process.

close.

classes about gravity, so they wanted to see

see airplanes and we get to make them,” she

Stewart, a third grade teacher from the Edith

airplane in her hands while she inspected it up
“It is fun to be here today because we get to

said as she threw the glider and watched it
drift away. She chased after it, picked it up

The students just finished a unit in their

how planes actually overcome it, said Nancy
Bowen Laboratory School. Stewart said it is
great to give the students the hands-on

especially the third graders, to have dreams
and aspirations.

“My dream of flying airplanes came true,”

he said. “If I can pass that on to the next

generation of pilots, few things in life are as
rewarding.”

Wesemann said not only is the field trip

beneficial for the third-graders, but it was also
a great opportunity for the USU Flight Team,

see “Flight” PAGE 7
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Humans of USU: For the love of cows
By Ellie Dalton
STAFF WRITER

Four-foot-three wasn’t quite tall enough for

12-year-old Austin Demler to reach the cows
in the milking parlor. But he didn’t let that
stop him.

This summer marks 11 years since he began

his first job as a milker at his neighbor’s dairy
at the age of 12. He is rather proud that he

figured out how get the job done despite his
lack of height.

“I was so short I had to milk on a crate. I

dragged it around so I could reach the cows,"
Demler said. "I was like four foot three, so it
was a little hard, but I had fun.”

Fast forward 11 years and the setting is

much the same, minus the milk crate. Demler
has grown a foot or two, but upholds his
strong love for milk cows and dairies.

Demler has spent the last five years working

as a milker, herder and feeder for the 150-cow
Utah State University Caine Dairy.

His day starts as early as 2:30 a.m. so he can

be at the dairy by 3 a.m. Demler admits the

PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
Austin Demler a student at USUworking at the USU Caine Dairy in Wellsville the Saturday morning of Feb. 27, 2016.

long hours and lack of sleep can be draining,
but he enjoys the lifestyle.

“I like being outside, driving tractors and

taking care of the animals," Demler said. "It’s

neat to raise them from newborn calves all the
way to a cow.”

He knows all the cows in the herd and keeps

track of their newborn calves. His favorite cow,
named Excel, just calved, so Demler tied a

string on the pen to keep track of the newborn
he named Slash.

“I like it when cows are really friendly. They

make best friends and a lot of time they will

pick you," Demler said. "A lot of them will act
like dogs and follow you around and come
when you call them.”

His knowledge of cows and years of

experience have earned him the respect and
trust of the co-workers and managers. They

know Demler savvies the operation and trust
him to do a good job. They acknowledge if

there is anything to be known about the dairy,
Austin knows it.

Karli Moulton, a sophomore majoring in

“Hearing Board” FROM PAGE 1
for sexual misconduct. For each different type
of case, different numbers of students, staff

and faculty who are on the board are pooled
to be involved in the case, Deschamps said.

The Office of Civil Rights (OCR) has issued

several policy guidance documents, including

the 2014 Questions & Answers on Title IX and

and Sexual Assault guidance document, which
“provided information about universities’
obligations when conducting hearings in

sexual misconduct cases,” Deschamps said. “In
that document, OCR ‘discourage[d] schools
from allowing students to serve on hearing

boards in cases involving allegations of sexual
violence.’”

However, there is also the involvement of

others besides the hearing board in looking
over cases of reported sexual misconduct.

The Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity/

Title IX Coordinator is responsible for “receiving and investigating complaints of sexual

harassment regarding students, employees and
visitors,” said Stacy Sturgeon, who is the

elementary education, has worked with Austin

allowed him to be a herdsman at a dairy.

Demler’s abilities.

learn and not all of them are through aca-

their friend," Moulton said. "He is able to work

program left him without an opportunity to

at the dairy for about one year and has noticed
“He knows cows and they know him. He is

“There’s a lot of different ways that people

demia,” Pratt said. “Discontinuing that

He believes ACDC is the best rock-and-roll

band and most days he can be found wearing
one of the band's T-shirts and listening to the
rock station on the radio while he milks.

But Demler doesn’t just listen to rock-and-

fulfill his dream.”

roll: he makes a little of his own. He’s been

him and they trust him.”

Demler to accomplish his dreams, but Demler

guitarist in a Salt Lake City band called Perfect

after he completed USU's nine-month Dairy

quite slim.

with them really well. He knows how to make
them do what he wants because they know
Demler planned to work at a large dairy

Herdsman program. He was caught completely

Pratt believes there are other ways for

fears his chances of owning his own dairy are

“It’s just too hard to find land,” Demler said.

unaware when USU discontinued the program

"Everything is too expensive now to start your

was upset when the program was canceled,

lottery, it’s pretty much impossible to start

a year before he was eligible to enroll. Demler
but tried to take classes under the Animal and
Dairy Science major. The classes are designed
for pre-vet students, so Demler found the
material irrelevant to his goals.

Rebekah Pratt, assistant herdsman at Caine

Dairy, says the program was a perfect fit for

Austin because he would have graduated with

own. So, if you don’t inherit one or win the
your own.”

Luckily, cows aren’t the only thing Demler

has a passion for. He is an avid fan of rock-

and-roll music and has managed to get enough
time off from the dairy to attend over 200
concerts.

“I like being front row, feeling the fire and

a bachelor’s certificate that would have

crowd surfing,” Demler said.

director of Affirmative Action/Equal Opportu-

harassment, prevent its recurrence and correct

nity and the Title IX Coordinator at USU.

This step has always been a part of the

process; however, two policies — Policy 339

the discriminatory/harassment effects,”
Sturgeon said.

The investigative timeline has also been

(Sexual Harassment) and Policy 305 (Discrimi-

changed from 35 days to 60 days, to be more

more clearly explain how a complaint of

along with opportunity for the complainant of

nation Complaints) — have been updated “to
alleged conduct of a sexual nature by a

student moves from USU Student Code to

Policy 339 and Policy 305,” Sturgeon said in
an email to the Statesman.

The changes in the last few months with the

student code and these two policies have been

made to clarify and be more transparent when
it comes to notice of process. Notice involves
not only posting policies — which USU has

done on websites and in trainings — but also

in line with policy guidance from the OCR,

a misconduct and the respondent to provide

responses to the investigative report before it
is final, she said.

When evidence indicates that policy and the

code has been violated, there have been

nervous, actually,” Demler said.

He isn’t sure what his next step in life is, but

he hasn’t given up on his dream of running his
own dairy just yet. For now, he is content to

take care of the cows at Caine Dairy, save up

for a Harley and go to as many ACDC concerts
as he can.

“I have to give up the dairy eventually," he

said, "but I plan on milking it out until then."

— elizabeth.dalton@aggiemail.usu.edu
@eddthegirl

“To be a student on the hearing board, to

see how the school works in this process of

upholding student conduct, it really makes me
grateful that there are people that are doing
this stuff,” said Chris Glaittli, one of the

students who has been on the hearing board
for the last year.

Glaittli, a senior majoring in public rela-

tions, believes that most students don’t know

just how amazing the people involved with the
hearing board and student conduct are.

From faculty to staff to police officers on

339 and Policy 305 to the USU student code

from them. They truly do care about the safety

plaint/investigative process moves from Policy
and the hearing board, Sturgeon said.

“It is plainly defined that for students, the

said.

warranted, by following the procedures set

where and how to report sexual harassment

“The first time I played was for a couple

thousand people and I was nervous. Really

campus, “not only is there a very heavy hit on

Vice President for Student Affairs or the Vice

There has also been information about

Disorder for one year.

updates made to clearly state how the com-

making sure the changes are clear and

complete for anybody to understand, Sturgeon

playing guitar for 10 years and was lead

President’s designee will impose sanctions, if
forth in the University Standards of Student

making campus safe, but there is a passion
of each and every student,” Glaittli said.

“There has to be protection at school and
everyone should feel that way. There are

people behind it that are just amazing and
doing a lot.”

For more information about the Student

Conduct,” she said.

Code of Conduct, the Student Hearing Board

“references to the Title IX Coordinator,

no longer involved in those cases involving

conduct.usu.edu.

State University’s commitment to eliminate

continue to be a part of all other cases.

— including sexual misconduct — along with
updated examples and definitions and Utah

Though students on the hearing board are

discipline for sexual misconduct, they will

For more information call Dennis • (435) 770-2326

and other related topics at USU, visit: student-

— mandy.m.morgan@aggiemail.usu.edu
@mandy_morg
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Athletes huddle to talk about Christ

PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
Members of the FCA circle in prayer as they conclude their weekly meeting.

By Thomas Sorenson
SENIOR WRITER

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes,

founded more than 60 years ago as a way to
connect the message of Christianity to

athletics, has tens of thousands of participants
at high schools and colleges around the
nation.

At Utah State, 15 to 20 student athletes

gather, typically once per week, for come-asyou are FCA meetings, known as “huddles,”
that include games and a gospel-based
discussion.

“I would say the goal of FCA is to really just

create a community of believers,” said Katie
Brown, one of the leaders of FCA at Utah

State, “(People that are) seeking to grow in

be tight or intense. You can express yourself

works with Mariah Miles, a senior guard on

grow in their relationship to God.”

judging you.”

Landes, a former USU gymnast who is

their relationship with God and to help others
The meetings blend the students’ need to be

social with a desire for religious discussion.

Of course, there’s also food at every huddle.
“People love pizza, so we’re always going to

have pizza,” said Justen Hervey, a sophomore
running back on the football team.

Food and games might get some athletes in

the door, but it’s the discussions that keep the
students coming back week after week.

“The reason I love it so much is because it’s

open,” Hervey said. “I mean you can be

yourself, it’s not uptight where you have to

just sit and listen to a lecture or you have to

and you don’t have to worry about anyone
The lessons typically begin with a group

discussion on a pre-selected topic before

breaking into smaller groups. The nature of

the women’s basketball team, and Sarah

finishing a double major this semester, to plan
the meetings.

“Sometimes we go through books,” Landes

the discussions has created a camaraderie that

said. “This semester it’s been more top-

examples that are more personal.

met and came up with a bunch of things that

allows the students to share stories and

“All these people, like this community we’re

trying to create, all had my back,” Brown said.
“It was okay to be vulnerable in here and to

have this outlet where I could really say what
I’m struggling with and people could help me
because they genuinely cared.”

Brown, a junior on the gymnastics team,

ic-based, so at the beginning of the year we

we’ve been thinking about or things that have
been on our mind ... We all try to center it
around a topic and in a way we just try to

relate everything back to athletics because

that’s one thing we know most people who
attend FCA can relate to.”

see “Athletes” PAGE 7

Old fans and new fans are all Big Blue fans
By Miranda Lorenc
SENIOR WRITER

As the Utah State Aggies played against

other teams in the Mountain West tournament,
their devoted fans cheered for them in the
stands.

The pep band, the cheer squad, students

enjoying their spring break in Las Vegas,

families taking vacations, alumni and more all
raised their voices in support.

“We’ve just been Big Blue members forever,"

Guyann Larsen said. "We’ve been watching
Aggie basketball for like 25 years.”

Guyann and her husband, Vint, have been

ticket holders for years, she said. They come to
the tournament every year when work allows.
“This is our date night,” Vint said.

Some long-time fans use the tournament as

an excuse for an annual family vacation.

"We’ve been doing it for years, probably

15-20 years," Verl Janes said. "It’s just a thing

PHOTO BY Mark Bell
Utah State student section chants “The Scotsman” at the end of the Conference Tournament game vs. Wyoming.

that we do as a family, as a vacation this time

of year to get out of the cold weather in Logan
and to support the Aggies."

The Janes family members mostly watch the

games when they come down to the tournament, but they also walk the Strip and go
shopping when it's warm out, said Dayna
Janes.

Among the Utah State fans are students who

spend their spring break supporting their
school.

"We’ve been coming here for the past three

years, to the tournament. It’s kind of turned

into a tradition," said Zachary Sites, a junior in
business marketing. "It’s something we look

forward to going to every year now. I mean,

Vegas isn’t too far away, but just far enough to
get away."

Sites said the students who come down for

the tournament are like the "Spectrum on
Wheels."

"I think it’s good for the team to see the fans

coming to the games because it gives them

that extra push that they need to win more

than their skills," said Andrew Brown, a senior
in statistics. "They see, 'Oh, we have fans, we

see “Fans” PAGE 9
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Stories of a first-time sports journalist
tain West Basketball Tournament, I was

heck the name of the shot they just made was.

meet are the ones you interview and even then

decided to tag along and see what I could do

well, let me take this time to formally apolo-

then you’re gone — everything else is done

Seeing that I am not a sports writer and

through all of the blurry pictures and terrible

surprised; after hearing more about it I
to help.

know as much about sports writing as any

SHANIE HOWARD

“Around the world”
Shanie is junior at Utah State University. She is studying
to be an international journalist.
— shaniehoward214@gmail.com
@HowardShanie

stereotypical white girl might, I was asked to
just cover social media for the game, which I

thought would be fairly simple. All I had to do
was update the Statesman Twitter and

Snapchat accounts with the score, right?
Wrong.

First off, let me point out that basketball is a

fast game and normally by the time I posted
Let me start off by saying that I in no way

have any experience in writing about any kind
of sport. Normally I cover news that happens
on campus and write the occasional opinion

column, so when I was asked to go along with
some of the other writers to cover the Moun-

“Athletes” FROM PAGE 6
For many of the athletes, the weekly

meetings provide an escape from the grind of
college life.

“For me, in the craziness of having school

and when I was doing gymnastics and

everything it was nice to have an hour once a
week,” Landes said. “You could gather with
other fellow student-athletes, other fellow

followers of Christ and just sit and have some
good discussion.”

Ultimately, the friendships the students

form with each other provide the most joy for
the members of FCA.

“I really enjoy being around all these

different people,” said Shane Callihan, a

the score on Twitter it had changed at least
twice. Second, sports fans want a lot more
detail than a person might think, which

sound quality videos of the band and spirit

squad. I’m still learning and hopefully things
started to look better toward the end of the
tournament.

Despite all of my complaining, though, I had

a blast at the tournament. Being a sports

journalist had more perks than I thought. I got

online. As a sports journalist you work as a

team and get to know everyone there from the
players to the bus driver (by the way, you're

awesome, Ernie). You see the teams’ frustration as well as their excitement on the court

and then see that reflected tenfold in the fans,

reporters, security, cheer teams, band, and yes,
even the bus driver.

The culture and overall emotion of the game

is amazing and watching it play out from

the ability to go almost anywhere in the

watch, and although I’m not planning on

throughout the entire tournament. Also having
stadium was pretty awesome.

However, I think the best part of the

lot harder if you only watched two basketball

anyway) is working with the people I met. As

games before this tournament) and what the

it's only for as long as the interview takes and

a free trip to Vegas with all expenses paid

tournament (and yes I know how sappy this is

name of the players on the teams (which is a

going to sound but I’m going to write it

every possible perspective is amazing to

switching over to writing sports any time soon

I wouldn’t trade the experience for anything in
this world.

a news journalist the only people you usually

athletes,” Landes said. “At the same time it’s
kind of nice to cross those boundaries and

mingle with people that aren’t in your sport

clique... We can all talk about things that go
on in the training room or the weight room,
things that we all share or all have in com-

mon… It’s nice to be able to get some insight
on other sports.”

“You see a gymnast hanging out with the

tennis players or football players,” Hervey

said. “We kind of get involved because doing

our sport we don’t really have that much social
time. This is pretty much our time to get social
and connect together.”

While FCA is intended for athletes, anyone

interested in a religious discussion is welcome.
“We don’t exclude anyone that wants to

come,” Brown said. “We welcome everybody.”

ment and there’s great relationships.”

the club on Twitter at @UtahStateFCA.

Mingling with athletes from other sports

gize to all 300 people who actually went

usually had me scrambling to find out the

senior on the club lacrosse team. “Everyone’s
really awesome. It’s a comfortable environ-

As for covering the game on Snapchat…

More information can be found by following

allows the FCA members to share different
perspectives on shared experiences.

— thomas.sorenson@aggiemail.usu.edu
@tomcat340

“We all have something similar being

HAVE A

BLAST

What are your plans for your summer
break? See far off places? Earn money
for school? Why not do both! Come to
Dillingham, Alaska and work at our
shore side salmon processing plant.

PHOTO BY Johnny Morris
Katie Brown, Etimani Failmalo, Justen Hervey, and Leki Uassike, members of the FCA, watching a bible study video during their meeting
Thursday night, Feb. 25, 2016.

Friends of the Merrill-Cazier Library- Lecture Series
two authors present their book

A History of

Utah Radicalism
Startling, Socialistic, and
Decidedly Revolutionary

“Flight” FROM PAGE 4
who hosted the field trip, to teach kids about aviation.

“They came out here to do a service project and they got to

explore and we get to explain these concepts to kids,” he said.

“It is an opportunity for the flight team to do service and be able
to showcase their program to the younger kids.”

The field trip was a chance for the flight team to do communi-

ty service, said Tyson Daun, a senior studying aviation technology and a member of the club.

“As a team, we participate in competitions, but we also help

out in the community with things like this field trip,” he said.

— morgan.pratt.robinson@gmail.com
@morganprobinson

MAKE SOME

CASH

Jobs run from mid June to the end of
July or into August. Pay rate starts at
$9.75/hour with overtime at $14.62 after
8 hour/day and after 40 regular
hours/week. When in full swing, processing shifts are approx. 16 hours/day.
Room and board are provided. Laundry
is done once a week. Dorm style housing has 3 to a room, so bring some
friends. Airfare from Seattle to Dilingham is provided. Return airfare conditional on completion of season.

COME TO

ALASKA

For more information, go to
www.ppsf.com, fill out an application
and specify Dillingham. Please email
questions to kellyw@ppsf.com

John S. McCormick
March 17, 7 pm
Library 101

John R. Sillito

DINOSAURS!
Brian Switek, science
wrtier, Science That
Rocks, Salt Lake City

Join us Friday,
March 18,
at 7 p.m.
ESLC
Auditorium

Submit your bracket online at usustatesman.com/brackets by

THURSDAY MARCH 17 AT 10am
Post a photo of your bracket using #USUBRACKETS to win Hurd Gear!

Enter to win
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OPINION

Potential Twitter word count
change could change the
world
then stop reading my articles, grandma.

the popular social media sites? I will tell you.

a bit. If we decided to increase the limit, then

talking about. It used to be that there were

favourite: Digg. Digg is a fantastic website for

14285.714285714 bytes. To give you an idea

impact on the world. You could start a war or

website for sharing crappy music and opinions.

Now, in our modern age, there are ways to

games and sharing opinions. Twitter, of course,

For the rest of you, you know what I am

KAI HARTLEY

“The Lord Reverend’s Musings’”
— Never Gonna Give You Up. Never Gonna Let You
Down. I am a meat popsicle. Everything I have ever
written has been serious.
kaihartley@hellokitty.com

That's what I am here for. I will start with my

only a few ways you could have a lasting

sharing pictures and opinions. MySpace is a

make a country or make a scientific discovery.

Friendster is a website for playing crappy

make yourself feel like you have some kind of

is the one for sharing short, crappy opinions.

implode. The remaining ashes of the servers

actually do anything. This is known as "social

stopping Twitter from becoming AOL Online? I

survive. Some of them will. We will forget

belonging in the world without needing to

With the new character limit, what is

media."

am pretty sure that they are all soon going to

you can tell by my email address in my bio, I

enjoyed life when it was simple. I could tell

That being said, I know billions of people are

will have to use exactly 10,000 characters to

Dear readers, I am not familiar with this. As

blend together if this horrid thing happens. I

am not even familiar with Googley things.

someone off with 140 characters, but now, I

it in your sweet, sweet, tender hands. Hold it

connected in superficial ways to other

satisfy my completion anxiety.

about what it could do. Does it connect to the

All because of a nerd wanting to creep on

Internet? Each tweet takes approximately 200

Hold the phone. Your phone. Hold it. Hold

up to your face. Look deep inside it. Think

Internet? Does it have the Twitters and the

Facebooks and the Pinterest Pins? If it doesn't,

superficial people through modern technology.
those of the opposite gender at his university.
Do you know the difference between all of

CLASSIFIED ADS
AUTOMOTIVE
DRIVERS-REGIONAL ROUTES and dedicat-

ed lanes in Western US. Steady miles. Bonus

Kielbasa Sausages Order The Family Gourmet

Feast - ONLY $49.99. 1-800-298-5998 mention
offer 40332ZTN or www.OmahaSteaks.com/

potential. Regulat home time. Family company. good13
Requires CDL-A, 1-Year OTR, HazMat. 1-888929-9140 www.GoAndrus.com

DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO

HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day

Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All

Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800-3604120

Does your auto club offer no hassle service

and rewards? Call Auto Club of America

(ACA) & Get $200 in ACA Rewards! (New

members only) Roadside Assistance & Monthly
Rewards. Call 1-800-417-0340

Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the

humane thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593

BUILDING MATERIAL
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered

Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil
are at a 4 year low. You get the savings. 17
Colors prime material, cut to your exact

length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS
(ucan)1of4

FINANCIAL
Sell your structured settlement or annuity

payments for CASH NOW. You don't have to

wait for your future payments any longer! Call
1-800-681-3252

SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS

Unable to work? Denied benefits? We Can
Help! WIN or Pay Nothing! Contact Bill

Gordon & Associates at 1-800-871-7805 to
start your application today!

ELECTRONICS
Computer problems - viruses, lost data,

hardware or software issues? Contact Geeks

A PLACE FOR MOM. The nation's largest

senior living referral service. Contact our

trusted, local experts today! Our service is

FREE/no obligation. CALL 1-800-685-8604
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?

Get a painrelieving brace at little or NO cost to
you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline
Now! 1-800-914-8849

Emergencies can strike at any time. Wise

Switch to DIRECTV and get a FREE Whole-

Home Genie HD/DVR upgrade. Starting at

$19.99/mo. FREE 3 months of HBO, SHOWTIME & STARZ. New Customers Only. Don’t
settle for cable. Call Now 1-800-410-4728
DISH TV 190 channels plus Highspeed

Internet Only $49.94/mo! Ask about a 3 year
price guarantee & get Netflix included for 1
year! Call Today 1-800-611-1081

MISCELLANEOUS

ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered-to-the-

door Omaha Steaks! SAVE 77% PLUS 4 FREE

But really, what would this do to the

bytes of storage. For those of you that know

things about computers, you know that is quite

The Utah Legislative session ended while

most of us were enjoying the beach during
spring break. There were many ups and

can?t reach a phone! FREE Brochure. CALL
800-975-3361

CPAP/BIPAP supplies at little or no cost from

Allied Medical Supply Network! Fresh supplies
delivered right to your door. Insurance may
cover all costs. 800-575-1885

Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors.

Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by

Arthritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets. Less
Than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip

Floors. American Made. Installation Included.
Call 800-682-1403 for $750 Off.

PERSONALS
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,

just real people like you. Browse greetings,
exchange messages and connect live. Try it
free. Call now: 800-359-2796

APARTMENTS
BROOKLANE APARTMENTS Rent as low as

$550 per contract Summer 2016 (May 9

to USU, Comcast high-speed internet,

semi-furnished. Stop by at 645 E 900 N, #1 or
call 435-753-7227. Just the right time to sign
up!!

Pine View West Apartments located close to

campus has newly remodeled shared bed-

rooms available for the 2016-2017 school year.
Some amenities including: paid gas utilities,
heated swimming pool and spa, covered

parking, within walking distance to campus.

Visit our website at: www.pineviewwest.com
for pictures, rental application and more

information. Schedule a tour today by calling
our on-site manager at (435) 753-0757.

Basically, if this happens, the Internet will

around the world will try their hardest to

about the Internet. The Internet will not forget
about us. The Internet will develop sentience
and launch their own satellites into orbit.

Once that happens, we will constantly live in
fear of being shot down with lasers from the

abyss. Humans will retreat to the safety of the
core of the earth. Future species and aliens
will know us as "mole people."
Let's not do this.

of them campaigned directly on mental health
initiatives.

This is the gift of vision. While Olsen may

downs, and some students have expressed

not have secured an immediate sponsor for

ability to impact the 45-day session. For those

recognized the larger picture and helped

their disappointment in USUSA’s leadership’s

of you just tuning in, USUSA had the opportunity to present legislation that would impact
mental health at Utah State as well as other

deadlines, sponsors and general bureaucracy.

help FAST! Medical, Fire, Burglar. Even if you

computer too.

mental health awareness

shelf life. FREE sample. Call: 800-310-6993

Life Alert. 24/7. One press of a button sends

hold a single tweet. I have a top-of-the-line

A vision for the future:

institutions of higher education throughout

tasty, easy-to-cook meals that have a 25-year

of how big this is, my 128kB ram could not

USUSA VIEW:

Food Storage makes it easy to prepare with

On Site! 24/7 Service. Friendly Repair Experts. through August 25). Discounts for Summer/
School Year contracts. Private bedrooms, close
Macs and PCs. Call for FREE diagnosis.
1-800-883-0979

each tweet would take approximately

the state. This opportunity was missed due to
Much of the disappointment surrounding

this failure is valid. We feel it. We know it first
hand. We’ve watched as our student leaders

reach higher and further than ever before with
much success and learning along the way.

Instead of ruminating on where we fell short,

legislation, or secured immediate funding, he
secure the hearts of student officers for years

to come. It lives on through our newly elected

officials. The vision of Olsen is influencing not
only the present day, but also the work of our
future student body officers.

Where some may see coincidence, we see

the influence an incredible leader had over the
past year. Having worked with President Olsen
this year on mental health initiatives, we can

positively say that it is not a coincidence. The
foundation for future success was provided.
Olsen has helped the student body, and

we prefer to see the glass as half full.

student associations across the state, find their

to develop positive vision, and President Olsen

short on mental health during the past

In order to carry a positive action you have

did just that. His greatest contribution to the

Utah Student Association and USUSA has been
his vision. He recognized what it takes to
create that meaningful change we all so

desperately desire, a vision that inspires
others.

From the beginning at our first officer

way. While it may be argued that Olsen fell

legislative session, it is evident that his vision
is far from finished. His vision provided the

voice for students to succeed. It is voice that

will garner support to fully realize the vision

engendered by President Olsen. And this voice
will not be silenced.

Ty Aller
Graduate Studies Senator
Madison Maners

retreat, a year ago this week, we knew that

Olsen was committed and serious to finding

solutions to the mental health crises in on- and
off-campus communities. His desire to leave a

legacy of compassion, hard work and challeng-

PR and Marketing Director

To get involved in the mental health

ing stigma was backed by every student leader

initiatives within USUSA, and to participate in

Olsen stayed true to his promises made during

Stigma, come out to the events for that week

at the university. A year later, we can say that
those early days in office as we see results on
the horizon. The vision of mental health

advocacy has culminated in Mental Health Is

No Joke: Stand Up To Stigma. This campaign

starts on Saturday and runs through March 26.
During the month of February, that

much-anticipated election season, there was
more buzz about mental health awareness

than we’ve ever heard during our time at Utah
State. Not only do the current student leaders
support this mental health campaign, the

officers elected to the Executive Council for
the upcoming academic year support it as

well. Of those newly elected leaders, over half

Mental Health Is No Joke: Stand Up To

and contact your officers at prandmarketing.
ususa@usu.edu.

The first event of Mental Health Is No Joke

is the Out of the Darkness Walk, hosted in

partnership with the American Foundation for

Suicide Prevention. You can preregister online
at ususa.usu.edu/outofdarkness.
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“Fans” FROM PAGE 6
have people who support us no matter where

always going to be there and always make it

greatest parts, for me at least."

support the team through the bands."

we go,' so I think that’s probably one of the

Another fan demographic is parents of the

student-athletes who come to support their
children.

Greg and Wendy Toole went to this year's

tournament to watch their daughter, Katie, a

to the field," Paul said. "So it’s a lot of fun to

Fjeldsted goes to some of the basketball and

most of the football games, he said, but this is
his first time coming down to the Mountain
West Tournament with his son.

"He’s a senior this year and so this is his last

freshman guard with the women's team.

foray into the pep band stuff," he said. "It's like

able to watch her play," Greg said, "and to be

and all the athletes have their senior year, the

"It’s been very exciting and rewarding to be

able to work with Utah state and see the
teamwork and to be part of that."

Going to the games allows Greg to watch his

daughter play the game he loves and to travel
to neat places, he said.

"It’s nerve wracking. It’s stressful," Wendy

said. "Just watching them play, watching any

just in the same way the basketball players
band members, with a lot less fanfare, go
through the same transition."

The Aggie fans coming from Logan to Las

Vegas to support the team makes a difference
in the way the team plays and adds a level of
excitement, Greg said.

"It’s impressive to see there's people that

of your kids play, you get stressed, but it’s still

travel with the team that don’t have relatives

team to do well."

with Utah state."

fun. You want them to do well, you want the
Paul Fjeldsted came to the tournament to

support his son, pep and marching band
drummer Gordon Fjeldsted.

that play," he said. "There's a good fan base

—miranda.lorenc@gmail.com
@miranda_lorenc

"I go to the games and I know that they’re
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CALENDAR | MARCH 14-MARCH 18
A DD Y OUR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

MONDAY MARCH 14
Ceramics Classes

Movie Monday The Bullen Center
Mission Impossible: Rogue
$111-$161 price includes 25lbs of Nation
clay and materials, 12:00 p.m.

North Logan City Library

Learn to Belly Dance

The Aizuri Quartet With

Whittier Community Center

Michael Rusinek

$75, 7:00 p.m.

USU Performance Hall
$12-$24, 7:30 p.m.

Free, 6:30 p.m.

TUESDAY MARCH 15
Better Notes =
Better Grades
Taggart Student Center 315A
Free, 11:30 a.m.

Soup ‘n Stroke Education
and Support Group
Aquaworx
Free, 4:00 p.m.

Logan Canyon Winds
USU Performance Hall
Free, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 16
Utah State Wide Teacher
Fair
USU Taggart Student Center
Ballroom

Cach DUP Museum
Cache DUP Museum
Free, 3:00 p.m.

Green Futures Learning
Series
Logan City Hall
Free, 6:00 p.m.

Free, 9:00 a.m.

USU Jazz Combos
USU Performance Hall
$0-$10, 7:30 p.m.

Long-Term Population
Studies in Ecology and
Evolution
USU ENGR 103
Free, 6:00 p.m.

Huntsman Hall Grand
Opening
Jon M. Huntsman College of
Business

Free, 3:30 p.m.

THURSDAY MARCH 17
iPad Class
North Logan City Library
Free, 2:00 p.m.

Social Networks and the
Social Ecology of Birds

Early Career and Lifetime
Achievement Awards

Zombie Zymposium

Utah State University ENGR 108

USU Taggart Student Center

Free, 4:00 p.m.

Ballroom

Free, 3:00 p.m.

Old Main room 304

Free, 7:00 p.m.

Leadership Conference
Eccles Conference Center

$275, Free admission for Huntsman
faculty members and students, 7:00
a.m.

FRIDAY MARCH 18
11th Annual Scrabble
Scramble

Beauty and the Beast

Logan River Golf Course

Center for the Arts

$10-$90, 6:00 p.m.

Advanced SAS Online
Ellen Eccles Theater-Cache Valley Training
$0-$21, 7:30 p.m.

Central Park

Free, All Day

GET IT DAILY AT

OPINION USUSTATESMAN.COM

